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Digital advertising is  becoming increasingly relevant. In  particular,  managers are  gradualy 
alocating the  online  budget to  mobile and social  media advertising.  For that reason, it 
becomes essential to  understand the  performance  of  diferent ad types and the  dynamics 
within each format and platform.  
The  present study aims to compare  diferent ad types – search,  display and social  media –
whilst assessing the impact of diferent devices – mobile devices and computers – on online 
campaign  performance.  Moreover, it seeks to  understand the factors that explain the 
performance within each ad type. This dissertation focuses on a B2B company that advertises 
an invoicing software  using  Google and  Facebook.  To this end, the study is  based  on 
descriptive quantitative research, analyzing secondary data from sixteen campaigns.  
The results show that search ads perform beter on average than social media and display ads. 
However, the device of impression has also a significant impact on campaign performance. In 
fact, ads  displayed  on  mobile  devices  yield  more clicks and ads  displayed  on computer 
desktops generate more conversions. On Facebook, users often clicked on an ad in a mobile 
device and switched to a computer to convert.  Besides, the targeting strategy adopted in 
display and social media ads has a significant influence on performance. On social media, ads 
retargeted to visitors of the company’s website originated significantly more conversions. 
In conclusion, these findings are relevant for managers in alocating the online budget across 
ad types and in optimizing the ads for diferent devices and target audiences.  
 
Keywords: Online Advertising, Search, Display, SNS, Social Media, Google, Facebook, 
Targeting.  
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A  publicidade  digital tem  um  peso crescente  na  despesa em  publicidade. Em  particular, as 
empresas estão a alocar  o  orçamento  digital a  publicidade  móvel e  nas redes sociais. É 
essencial compreender o desempenho de diferentes tipos de anúncios e a dinâmica dentro de 
cada tipo de formato e de plataforma. 
O presente estudo compara diferentes tipos de anúncios – anúncios de pesquisa, de display e 
de redes sociais – analisando o impacto dos dispositivos de exibição – dispositivos móveis e 
computadores –  no  desempenho  de campanhas.  Além  disso,  pretende identificar  os factores 
explicativos  do  desempenho  de cada tipo  de anúncio.  A  dissertação foca-se  numa empresa 
comercial  que anuncia  um software  de facturação através  do  Google e  do  Facebook.  Numa 
óptica de pesquisa quantitativa descritiva, este estudo analisa dados secundários de dezasseis 
campanhas. 
Os resultados mostram que os anúncios de pesquisa têm em média um melhor desempenho. 
Contudo, o dispositivo de impressão tem uma influência significativa no mesmo. Os anúncios 
exibidos em  dispositivos  móveis  geraram  mais cliques e  os anúncios exibidos em 
computadores mais conversões. No Facebook, alguns utilizadores clicaram no anúncio através 
de  um  dispositivo  móvel e subscreveram ao software  num computador.  Adicionalmente, a 
estratégia de segmentação adoptada nos anúncios display e nas redes sociais influenciou o seu 
desempenho.  No  Facebook,  os anúncios redireccionados aos  visitantes  do site  da empresa 
originaram significativamente mais conversões.  
Concluindo, estes resultados são relevantes na alocação do orçamento digital a vários tipos de 
anúncios e na optimização dos anúncios para diferentes dispositivos e tipos de público alvo.  
 
Palavras-chave:  Publicidade  Digital,  Pesquisa, Display,  Redes  Sociais,  Google,  Facebook, 
Segmentação.  
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B2B – Business to business (B2B) companies focus on seling to other businesses, either to 
incorporate in other products or for final use. 
B2C –  Business to consumer (B2C) companies focus  on seling to individuals as final 
consumers and market their products for personal use.  
CPA –  Cost  per action (CPA) is the ratio  between total cost and  number  of actions 
(subscription,  purchase, etc.).  As a  pricing  model, the advertiser  pays to the  publisher the 
CPA for the total number of actions.  
CPC – Cost per click (CPC) is the ratio between total cost and number of clicks. As a pricing 
model, the advertiser pays to the publisher the CPC for the total number of clicks.  
CPM – Cost per mile (CPM) or cost per thousand is the cost per thousand views/impressions. 
As a  pricing  model, the advertiser  pays to the  publisher the  CPM for the total  number  of 
thousand impressions. 
CR – Conversion rate (CR) is a performance metric that measures the number of clicks that 
resulted on conversions. It is given by the ratio between the number of conversions and clicks. 
CTR –  Click-through rate (CTR) is  performance  metric that  measures the  number  of 
impressions that resulted on clicks. It is given by the ratio between the number of clicks and 
impressions. 
SERP – Search Engine Results Page is the search engine’s webpage that presents the results 
for a specific group of keywords. 
SNA – Social Networking Advertising is the advertising on Social Networking Sites. 
SNS – Social Networking Sites (SNS) are platforms to build social networks, often refered as 
social media. Examples of SNS are Facebook, Twiter and LinkedIn.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter  presents the topic and aim  of the  dissertation. It starts  by analyzing the 
background  of  online advertising and the problem statement that led to the aim  of the 
dissertation,  presented afterwards together with the relevant research  questions.  Next, the 
research  methods applied and the academic and  managerial relevance  of the topic are 
described, ending with the outline of the dissertation. 
 
1.1. Background and problem statement 
Online advertising is  gaining relevance in the  marketing  budget  of firms  worldwide. It is 
estimated that, by the end of 2016, the amount alocated to digital advertising reaches $163 
bilion. This wil represent 25% of the total expenditure on advertising (Kireyev, Pauwels and 
Gupta 2014). Another relevant trend is mobile advertising, which is expected to increase to 
$50.84 bilion and come to represent 24.9% of the total media ad spending in the US market 
by  2017 (eMarketer,  2015). Online advertising also  brought  new targeting  options to 
companies, such as remarketing, i.e., the ability to target customers  who  have  been  on the 
advertiser’s  website  but  did  not complete a  purchase  on external  websites (Lambrecht and 
Tucker, 2013). 
Given the growing importance  of  online ad channels,  managers are focusing  on beter 
understanding and  using related metrics, such as cost-per-acquisition (CPA) and ad click-
through rate (CTR), among  others (Kireyev et al.  2014).  However,  unlike in traditional 
approaches, these  metrics are highly dynamic and interconnected (Peters,  Chen,  Kaplan, 
Ognibeni and Pauwels 2013). Hence, the dynamic efects observed between diferent types of 
online advertising, such as  paid search and  display ads, have recently  become subjects  of 
study by academics (Xu,  Duand and  Whinston  2014;  Lewis and  Nguyen  2012).  Kireyev, 
Pauwels and Gupta (2014), for instance, studied the impact of display ads on search behavior. 
Their results showed that  display ads actualy increased search conversion rates and  boost 
search clicks and impressions, and that such cross-effects could actualy  be  more important 
than the  direct efects  of this type  of  online ads.  Therefore, other academic studies have 
suggested that combining different advertising formats may increase the conversion rates of 
online ad campaigns. Yet, the diferent digital ads a prospect consumer faces before becoming 
an actual  buyer are often not taken into account  when evaluating the  performance  of a 
campaign, since it is hard to trace the customer journey during the purchase funnel. Campaign 
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performance is thus typicaly  based  on last-click atribution  models, that is, it assumes that 
sales conversions are essentialy due to the one ad the consumers click on last and that leads 
them to make an actual sale on the advertisers’ e-commerce website (Li and Kannan 2014). 
Advertising in Social Network Sites (SNS) difers from online advertising in general (Zhang 
& Mao, 2016), as it has a specific ecosystem of users (Safko & Brake, 2009). However, there 
is stil lack  of research  on the efectiveness  of advertising  on social  media (Zhang  &  Mao, 
2016). Michaelidou, Siamagka and Christodoulides (2011) assessed the use of SNS by a mail 
survey delivered to 1000 business-to-business (B2B) smal and medium enterprises (SMEs) in 
the UK. The study showed that although almost half of the sample intended to increase their 
marketing spending  on  SNS, the  majority  did  not adopt any  metrics to assess  SNS 
efectiveness (Michaelidou, Siamagka & Christodoulides, 2011). 
It is important to notice that most academic studies regarding online advertising focus on the 
B2C  market and the industries therein. There is stil lack  of research  on  how, for instance, 
companies  make  use  Social  Networking  Sites (SNS), especialy those  operating in  B2B 
markets (Michaelidou,  Siamagka and  Christodoulides,  2011). Mularkey (2012)  divided the 
curent SNS literature based on the nature of the users, after reviewing 160 academic articles. 
According to  his study, literature could  be  divided into two  macro categories:  SNS  with 
Individuals as  Users (IAU) and  SNS  with  Organizations as  Users (OAU).  The author also 
divided the first category between users who act in a personal capacity and users who have a 
professional  behavior -  on  SNS such as  LinkedIn - (Mularkey,  2012). According to 
Mularkey (2012), a large number of studies discuss the use of B2C companies of SNS for the 
purpose of advertising and seling.  
In line with this, there is stil no clear measurement of performance of diferent ad formats, 
like display ads, paid search ads and social media ads. Moreover, there is stil a great lack of 
research on the efect of device on online advertising performance.  
 
1.2. Aims and scope 
This dissertation aims to evaluate and compare the performance of diferent online ad types. 
The moderating efects of diferent targeting strategies and digital devices on ad performance 
wil also be explored. In order to achieve the stated aims, the folowing research questions are 
addressed: 
RQ1 – What is the relative performance of diferent ad types in online advertising? 
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RQ2 –  What is the relative  performance  of diferent  digital  devices  of impression in  online 
advertising?  
RQ3 – What factors influence the performance of display and social media ads? 
 
This  dissertation focuses  on  measuring the  performance  of  diferent formats  of  digital 
advertising, specificaly display ads (Google Display and Facebook ads) and paid search ads 
(Google  Adwords). It focuses  on the campaigns ran  by a  Portuguese  digital agency,  Live 
Content, for one  of its clients operating in a  B2B  market,  namely seling  diferent types  of 
management software (HR and  CRM systems, invoicing software, among  others) to  other 
companies. It is important to  note that, the  product that is  being advertised (an invoicing 
software) is targeted mainly to startups. Hence, the product is being advertised to individuals 
who represent their  own startups and are able to take  decisions  on invoicing software 
adoption. In addition, given that these campaigns  were ran  both in  mobile and  desktop 
devices, it is also possible to investigate whether there are significant diferences of type of 
digital device in ad performance.  
Finaly, this  dissertation intends to  detect if there are significant  diferences in  performance 
for  using  diferent targeting  options for each ad format, such as retargeting, contextual and 
placement targeting and targeting by interests, topics, industry, demographics and look-a-like 
users on Facebook.  
The information  used is limited to the  metrics  provided  by the advertising platforms of 
Google and  Facebook.  The study focuses on sixteen campaigns for invoicing software 
targeted to startups, seven of  which involved  paid search ads and nine  display ads. Most 
campaigns had overlaps and the general time scope considering al campaigns is from the 7th 
of September 2015 to the 2nd of February 2016. 
Therefore, other advertising formats are not included in this study, neither advertising in other 
platforms  besides  Google and  Facebook. Moreover,  online campaigns  outside  Portugal and 
outside the defined time scope were not considered. Finaly, campaigns for tangible products, 
for other industries are not object of analysis of this dissertation. 
 
1.3. Research methods 
Quantitative, secondary  data about the features and  performance  of several ad campaigns, 
conducted for the above-mentioned B2B client advertiser by Live Content was compiled and 
statisticaly analyzed. Al the campaigns were promoting the same product and ofered a 50% 
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discount, which could be redeemed by subscribing the invoicing service for a 30-day free trial 
period. 
The research approach of the dissertation is categorized as a descriptive quantitative research 
and al quantitative information was extracted from Google Adwords and Facebook Business 
Manager platforms. The dataset compiled the metrics for al sixteen campaigns, which in total 
comprised  729  groups  of ads.  The statistical analyses, ran  on  SPSS and  STATA, included 
descriptive and inference statistics and  multiple regression analysis  using the Negative 
Binomial  model.  The  dependent variables corespond to the  performance  metrics  of ad 
campaigns, namely clicks and conversions. 
 
1.4. Relevance 
From an academic  perspective, this  dissertation contributes to the existing body  of research 
about the performance of diferent types of online ads by including the influence of diferent 
devices. Of further value is the fact that it also investigates the potential moderating efects of 
ad targeting strategy on ad performance. Besides, there is stil no existing theory developed 
specificaly for understanding the efectiveness of advertising on social media (Zhang & Mao, 
2016). Hence, this dissertation contributes with relevant insights on advertising performance 
in social media. 
From a managerial perspective, this research should help marketers to understand beter what 
are the key drivers  of online ad  performance and the  potential efects  of  diferent formats, 
digital  media  devices and targeting strategies. Ultimately, this  dissertation intends to  help 
marketers to make more informed decisions when alocating the marketing budget in online 
advertising and to optimize ads to specific devices and target audiences. 
 
1.5. Dissertation Outline  
Chapter  2  presents a literature review about online advertising and the performance  of 
diferent ad formats, along with the main conclusions and the research hypotheses. Chapter 3 
describes thoroughly the research methods used, the data colected and the statistical analyses 
performed to test the  hypotheses about the efectiveness  of  display, paid search and social 
media ads. Chapter  4  presents and discusses the  main results  obtained from  data analysis. 
Lastly, Chapter 5 presents the main conclusions and implications of this dissertation, as wel 
as the limitations and recommendations for future research addressing the efectiveness  of 
online advertising campaigns. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
 
2.1. Online Advertising 
The Internet enables the extension  of the traditional functions  of  ofline advertising.  For 
instance, it alows consumers to, through an ad format such as a  banner,  be immediately 
directed to an e-commerce website and complete a purchase online in a seamless manner (Li 
and Leckenby, 2004). Digital advertising spending worldwide in 2015 reached already 170.5 
bilion  US  dolars.  This figure is estimated to increase nearly  48%  until 2018.  Moreover, 
global social  network advertising  was estimated to reach  $25.14  bilion in  2015,  with 
Facebook  driving its  growth and capturing almost  65%  of SNS ad revenues (eMarketer, 
2016).  
 
2.1.1. Online advertising industry in Portugal 
In  Portugal, the marketing agency service sector has changed considerably in the last  10 
years, with the emergence of multiple digital agencies competing against the bigger traditional 
agencies that provide both ofline and online services (Personal Communication, 2016). Most 
of these digital agencies have a clear focus, like lead generation or Search Engine Marketing 
(SEM).  Live  Content was founded in  2009 and focuses  on social  media  marketing,  having 
clients in both B2C and B2B industries. Generaly speaking, client advertisers open a cal for 
tenders by several marketing agencies, for a particular campaign. Each agency then develops 
an  online strategy  based  on the  briefing  provided  by the client. It is common for client 
advertisers in Portugal to work with more than one agency at the time, for the performance of 
online ad campaigns with diferent aims and scopes (e.g. paid search, lead generation, social 
media content and community  management,  website  development, etc.) (Personal 
Communication, 2016).  
 
2.1.2. Advertising Formats 
The Internet brought along new channels and advertising formats such as search and display 
ads (Lewis and  Nguyen,  2012).  One  of the  most  used terms in  digital  marketing is  SEM, 
which entails the diferent means of marketing a website and comprises both organic, search 
engine  optimization (SEO) and  paid search strategies (Sen,  2005). SEO is  based  on 
optimizing website codes – such as title tags or links on the site – to make them more relevant 
and more search-engine compatible, resulting on higher positions in the search-results pages 
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of search engines like Google (Sen, 2005). Paid search or paid placements difer from SEO 
since advertisers  pay  directly to the search engine for  placement in the specific sponsored 
section of the search engine.  
Buyers generaly trust  more the results in the editorial section rather than the sponsored 
section (Sen, 2005). Since this section has limited spots, search engines sel them through an 
auction, where advertisers make a bid to be placed on the ‘recommended’ list for a keyword 
search (Chen and He, 2011). Broadly speaking, paid search auctions are PPC (pay-per-click) 
continuous second-price auctions (Kits and  Leblanc,  2004).  Each advertiser enters a  bid, 
which represents the  maximum amount they are  wiling to  pay for a click in their 
advertisement. Then the auctioneer, such as Google, ranks the participants but these positions 
are re-calculated during the day and the advertisers may change their bids for that keyword. 
Finaly, the auctioneer  determines the  price that each  bidder  wil  pay  per click,  which is 
usualy the  bid  of the competitor immediately  below –  hence  being a second-price auction 
(Kits and Leblanc, 2004). 
Display ads are  graphical, sometimes interactive, advertisements  displayed  on regular  web 
pages (Papadimitriou et al.  2011). According to eMarketer (2016),  US spending  on  display 
ads wil outweigh the spending in paid search ads in 2016 for the first time, being estimated to 
reach $32.16 bilion (against $29.24 bilion for paid search). Within display ads, the biggest 
player is Facebook, accounting for 25.2% of the total US digital display ad revenues in 2015, 
folowed  by  Google  with a  13%  of revenue share (eMarketer, 2015). In fact, social  media 
display ads are  growing  due to  mobile advertising and according to eMarketer (2015), 
Facebook’s US mobile ad revenues wil grow more than 50% from 2014 to 2017.  
The efect of display ads on search has been amply studied by academics. Lewis and Nguyen 
(2012), for instance, concluded that  display ads increase search for the advertised  brand  by 
30% to 45%. However, they also increase search for competitors’ brands by 23% (Lewis & 
Nguyen, 2012). Although the online click rates are low in general, display ads were found to 
efectively lift retail sales both online and ofline (Fulgoni & Lipsman, 2014). If search ads 
and  display ads are  used separately and exclusively, the former  has a  bigger impact  on 
consumer behavior than the later. This impact is superior both in online behavior and ofline 
sales. However, the reach of display ads is generaly higher than that of search ads (Fulgoni 
and  Mörn,  2009). Moreover, there are clear synergies  between the two formats in terms  of 
performance, both in buying penetration and dolar sales per thousand customers exposed. In 
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fact,  when the two formats are combined, the  overal  performance is  beter than using two 
formats separately at diferent points in time (Fulgoni and Mörn, 2009). 
 
2.1.3. Advertising Platforms 
Within the paid search advertising market, Google Adwords is by far the ad platform most 
used by advertisers. It had a market share of nearly 76% in the second quarter of 2015, against 
24% of its  biggest competitor,  Yahoo!’s  Bing (Search  Engine  Land,  2015).  When  using 
Google  Adwords, it is  key to  understand its ad bidding system, i.e., the system adopted  by 
Google to rank ads to appear in its sponsored section of the SERP. The three main elements of 
a  paid search campaign are the  keywords, the ads and the landing  page – a  web  page that 
serves as an entry point to a website or a particular section of the website. The ranking system 
that Google uses – Ad Rank – to select the ads that are displayed in the sponsored section of 
the SERP is based on the bid (money the advertiser is wiling to pay for a click), the quality of 
the ad (relevance to the search  query) and the landing  page (how connected it is to the 
keywords selected), in order to provide a good user experience for the user (Google Adwords, 
2014).  
Regarding display advertising, advertisers can use the Google Display Network – group of 
websites,  videos and apps – to  display their ads. This  network is created through  Google 
AdSense, a Google product that alows web publishers to earn money by having ads on their 
websites (Google Support, 2014). When using the Google Display Network, advertisers can 
choose how the websites wil be selected to display their ad. In one hand, it can be by relevant 
keywords  or topics.  On the  other  hand, they can select specific  websites  or even audiences 
(Google Support, 2014). Al this can be managed using Google Adwords, the same platform 
where advertisers manage paid placements. One of the biggest advantages of AdSense is that 
it is contextual, i.e., it  presents the ads  within  websites  with the same context,  providing a 
higher chance of users to click on them (Karch, 2016).  
Facebook is the  biggest  SNS in the  world,  with  1.65  bilion  daily active  users at the first 
quarter  of  2016 (Statista,  2016). SNS ad revenues are  growing  worldwide,  but  Facebook 
dominates fiercely this industry. It had $16.29 bilion in ad revenues worldwide in 2015 and is 
estimated to grow to $26.98 by 2017. Twiter ranks second in ad revenues with $2.03 bilion 
in ad revenues  worldwide in  2015 (eMarketer,  2016).  Facebook  Ads  presents  diferent 
options  based  on the  main campaign objectives intended (e.g.  page likes, click to  website, 
website conversions, app instals, app engagement, event responses, etc.), the selected 
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audience and the budget alocated. Ads can be presented as Link Ads, Carousel Ads or Page 
Post  Engagement (boosting  posts) (Facebook for  Business,  2016).  When, for instance, the 
main  objective is conversions  on the  website (e.g. a registration, a sale, a lead, etc), the 
advertiser adds a conversion  pixel (a code) to the  HTML  of the  webpage it  wants to track 
(Facebook for Business, 2016). 
On Facebook, advertisers can select where they want their ads to be displayed, either on the 
newsfeed (both for  mobile and  desktop),  on the right column,  on third-party apps through 
audience  network (network  of  mobile apps  or  mobile  websites that  have  been approved  by 
Facebook to show ads)  or  on Instagram, as it is represented  on  Figure  1 (Facebook for 
Business, 2016).  
 
 
Figure 1 – Facebook ad placement: Desktop newsfeed, desktop right column and audience network (banner, 
interstitial and native). 
 
One of the most recent functionalities of Facebook Ads is Canvas, a tool that enhances mobile 
ad experience. After clicking on an ad, users are directed to a ful-screen interactive ad, which 
can include videos, text, stil images and cal-to-action butons (Facebook for Business, 2016).  
 
2.1.4. Targeting Strategies 
Advertisers often tailor their ads to specific audiences and adopt targeting strategies in display 
advertising. Google  provides several targeting tools for the ads  displayed  on its  Google 
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Table 1 – Targeting options at Google Display Network (Google, 2016). 
Google Display - Targeting options 
Remarketing Targets users who already visited the advertiser’s website before. 
Keyword Contextual targeting Show ads on websites related to the specified keywords. 
Reaches users when they are reading about the advertiser’s products, 
usualy this type of targeting option is made at the keyword level. 
Placement targeting Show ads on websites specified by the advertiser.  
Interest category targeting Show ads based on user interests (e.g. sports or travel). 
Topics category targeting Similar to the interest category targeting, but in topics (e.g. fitness, 
entertainment). 
Geographic and Language targeting Show ads where the advertiser’s customers are located: display ads by 
language and region. 
Demographics targeting Show ads based on age and gender. It can be combined with other 
targeting option. 
 
Facebook also ofers several targeting tools,  based  on location,  demographics, interests and 
behaviours (Facebook for  Business,  2016).   One  of the  most  used tools are  Custom 
Audiences, a tool  which alows advertisers to target their  Facebook  Ads to their curent 
customers based on email and phone number provided in the user profile. The first step is to 
have a customer  database in a  CSV file – either  with  phone  numbers  or emails.  Then, the 
CSV file can be uploaded to Facebook Power Editor, which is a Google Chrome plug in to 
manage  Facebook  Ads.  Finaly,  Facebook  wil find the customers  on  Facebook and the ad 
wil appear  on their feed (Loomer,  2012).   Moreover,  Facebook included the  possibility for 
advertisers to  broaden their target audience  with the  Lookalike  Audiences, i.e., audiences 
composed  by  users that are similar to the advertiser’s established customers –  with a 
minimum  of  100 customers (Facebook  Developers,  2016).  Facebook creates  Lookalike 
Audiences  by finding a  new segment  based  on similarity  within the  Custom  Audiences. In 
that sense, advertisers are able to communicate  not  only to their established customers,  but 
also to  Facebook  users that  have similar interests.  This is especialy valuable to those 
advertisers that have limited customer bases (Loomer, 2014).  
 
2.1.5. Pricing strategies 
Pricing  models in  digital advertising  have evolved  over time.  One  of the  most  used  pricing 
models in the early days of digital advertising is the cost-per-mile (CPM), which represents 
the cost per a thousand impressions. This model is similar to the one used in traditional media 
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(print, outdoor and television)  advertising (Hu, Shin and Tang, 2015). However, because this 
strategy incentivizes impressions and  not clicks  or conversions,  performance-based  pricing 
models started to  gain relevance  over a  decade ago.  The first  performance-based  pricing 
model to appear  was the cost-per-click (CPC).  This  was adopted  by  Google and  Yahoo in 
2002 and was the most extensively used pricing model in paid search advertising for a long 
time (The  Economist,  2006). It  was subsequently defied  by another  performance-based 
pricing  model – the cost-per-action (CPA),  where the advertiser  pays for a  pre-specified 
action that could be a purchase, a lead, an email sign-up or a download (Hu, Shin and Tang, 
2015). 
There is some  debate about  which  pricing strategy is  more suited.  On  one side,  many 
publishers claim that they prefer the CPM model because of the lack of control on some ad 
performance factors, such as  design  or atractiveness  of the  ofer.  On the  other side, 
advertisers prefer a performance-based pricing, claiming that it does not make sense to pay for 
ads that do not generate value (Hu, 2004). Nonetheless, performance-based pricing models are 
gaining relevance.  Based  on a survey  developed  by  PwC and IAB (Interactive  Advertising 
Bureau) in the  US  market, approximately  65%  of  2015 ad revenues  were  priced  on a 
performance  basis, against the  33% and  2% that  were  priced  on a  CPM and  hybrid  basis, 
respectively (IAB, 2016). 
A potential explanation is that  online  publishers can improve the efectiveness  of ad 
campaigns  by  making  non-contractible eforts.  Since these eforts are costly to  publishers, 
they need the right incentives to do so (Hu, 2004). CPA models are usualy more favorable for 
the advertisers, as they shift the risk to ad design and placement. In fact, the clicks on the ad 
that  do  not convert into sales  do  not represent a cost for advertisers. However, this type  of 
model may lead to adverse selection problems, as the best advertiser also has higher costs and 
lower margins than in the CPC model (Hu, Shin and Tang, 2015). Besides, online publishers 
argue that the CPA model gives advertisers fewer incentives to convert clicks into purchases, 
causing a moral hazard problem. For instance, if advertisers’ main goal is brand awareness, 
they can take advantage of such pricing model as they can display their ads without paying for 
the views or clicks (Hu, Shin and Tang, 2015).  
 
2.1.6. Metrics 
Online advertising entails several types  of  metrics to  measure its efectiveness.  One  of the 
most common metrics is the Click-Through Rate (CTR) – the percentage of users who clicked 
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on the ad from the total amount  of  users  who saw the ad - since it reflects best the 
atractiveness  of the ad and the  ofer.  Nevertheless, advertisers are typicaly focused  on ad 
conversions, i.e., the likelihood of a user to make a purchase, register or subscribe a service in 
its  website after clicking  on an online ad.  This likelihood can  be estimated from the 
measurement  of conversion rates, the  percentage  of ad clicks that  generate a  purchase 
amongst al ad clicks (Xu, Duan and Whinston, 2014). 
The return  on advertising investment (ad ROI) is the  ultimate  metric to measure the 
performance of an advertising campaign. Diferent definitions and formulae of calculation are 
available for ad  ROI.  The  most  generic formula is the ratio  between  profit (sales revenue 
minus ad costs) and total ad cost.  For a paid search campaign supported by a CPC pricing 
model, the ad ROI is thus influenced by ad design and placement costs, clicks, conversions 
and revenues, in case the relevant unit of action is a sale conversion (Karwal, 2014).  
In  order to  perform  wel in  paid search campaigns  using a  CPC  pricing  model, there are 
several  key success factors.  First, it is essential to  get a  high click-through-rate (CTR). 
Second, it is important to reduce the CPC, by improving the Google quality score of the ad. 
As explained  before, the  quality score influences the ad ranking and the amount  paid  per 
click, reducing  wasted spend (paid clicks that  do  not convert to sales) (Karwal,  2014). 
Nonetheless, the  pricing  model adopted  wil influence the  ROI, as the risk shifts  between 
advertiser and publisher, as explained previously. 
ROI in social  media difers from the typical  online advertising  ROI, as it requires  more 
qualitative  measurements rather than  qualitative and there is stil controversy around its 
measurement (Fisher,  2009).  The chalenge arises  by the  need  of  not  only  measuring the 
efectiveness of online advertising within social media, but also the framework surounding it. 
There is stil an ongoing search to define the ROI in social media, since it moves beyond web 
analytics (Fisher, 2009). 
 
2.1.7. Social Network Advertising 
According to eMarketer (2016), total ad spending worldwide in SNS is expected to reach $41 
bilion by 2017, an estimated growth rate of more than 129%, compared to the $17.85 bilion 
spent in  2014. Social  media advertising  difers from  online advertising in  general, as the 
perceived intrusiveness  of advertising in social  media is  higher (Zhang  &  Mao,  2016) and 
also because social  media  has a  unique ecosystem  of  users that  difers from the regular 
Internet environment (Safko & Brake, 2009).  
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According to Taylor, Lewin and Struton (2011), the key to integrate advertising successfuly 
in  SNS is consumer acceptance and excessive commercialization can lead to  user 
abandonment. In their study,  SNA (Social  Network  Advertising) included two forms  of 
advertising: both explicit (banners and videos) and implicit (fan pages and firm-related posts) 
(Taylor,  Lewin  &  Struton,  2011). Results showed that, in the context  of social  media, the 
entertainment value of ads influences greatly consumers’ atitudes towards online ads. 
Meanwhile, consumer motivations play an important role in determining both the perceived 
entertainment value and the informativeness value of an ad (Zhang & Mao, 2016). Zhang and 
Mao (2016) studied  how two types  of motivations influenced ad clicks and  behavioral 
intentions: consumption motivations (reading, watching or listening to social media content) 
and connection  motivations (connect  with friends, socialize and chat).  The study conducted 
with  613 social  media  users in the  US concluded that consumption  motivations  have a 
positive impact  on  both  perceived entertainment  value and informativeness  value.   On the 
other side, the efect of connection motivations on these two values is moderated by ad-media 
congruity (Zhang & Mao, 2016). Ad-media congruity is defined as the degree to which the ad 
material is thematicaly similar with the editorial content (Zanjani, Diamond & Chan, 2011), 
such as social  media feeds.  Both the  mentioned  perceived  values and the atitudes towards 
SNS had an impact on ad clicks (Zhang & Mao, 2016). 
 
2.1.8. Mobile Advertising 
Mobile advertising investment is  growing rapidly and it is estimated to surpass  desktop ad 
spending for the first time in 2016, accounting for 51.9% of total digital spending in the US 
market (eMarketer, 2015). Within mobile ad spending, 51.1% of the budget was alocated to 
display ads and 44.7% to search campaigns in 2015. The display ads are estimated to continue 
having the  highest share  of  digital ad spending  until  2019, although its relative importance 
wil decrease (eMarketer, 2015).  
Mobile ads (ads  displayed in  mobile  devices such as smartphones and tablets) difer from 
desktop ads in the sense that marketers can take advantage of targeting options, such as the 
ability to target  based  on location. In fact,  not  only location can  have an impact  on the 
efectiveness  of an ad,  but also  other contexts such as  physical crowdedness – for instance, 
commuters in crowded subways were shown to be more responsive to mobile ads than those 
in non-crowded trains (Andrews, Luo, Fang and Ghose, 2015). One possible explanation for 
these results is mobile immersion, i.e., as people in a crowded environment are susceptible to 
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negative emotions such as anxiety, they turn their atention to their more mobile devices and 
hence  become more likely to click  on ads (Andrews et al.,  2015).  Moreover, according to 
Bart,  Stephen and  Sarvary (2014),  mobile  display ads are  more efective for products  with 
high involvement and  with  high on a utilitarian dimension, since they  generate  higher 
purchase intentions compared to low involvement  products and  products  with  hedonic 
dimensions.  
 
2.1.9. Industry benchmarks for online advertising 
Digital advertising in Portugal has risen from €20 milion in 2008 to €40 milion in 2013, and 
it is estimated to reach €55  milion  by  2015 (Statista,  2016). In  order to assess the 
performance  of advertising campaigns, it is  key to compare  metrics against industry 
benchmarks. Table  2 summarizes information from a  Wordstream report  with a sample  of 
2367  US-based firms in  2015. It  describes the average click-through rate, cost-per-click, 
conversion rate and cost-per-action in the  B2B industry and compares its average  with the 
average of al the industries reported. These are legal services, auto, B2B, consumer services, 
dating and  personals, e-commerce, education, employment services, finance and insurance, 
health and medical, home goods, industrial services, legal, real estate, technology, travel and 
hospitality (Wordstream, 2016). 
Both B2B and  B2C averages are relevant to this  dissertation, since the advertiser is a  B2B 
company but the invoicing software is advertised to individuals who represent startups. B2B 
industry metrics are higher for Google Adwords than for Google Display (Table 2). The B2B 
industry reported  beter results than the industries average in the  CTR,  CPC and  CR  of 
Google Adwords campaigns. On Google Display campaigns, it performed beter at the CPC, 
CR and CPA levels. It is important to note that both CPA and the conversion rate depend on 
what the advertisers defines as a conversion in the Google Adwords platform (a sale, a lead, a 
registration, etc). 
 
Table 2 – Metrics of Google Adwords and Google Display Network for the B2B industry, in the US market in 
Q2 2015 (Wordstream, 2016). 
















2.55% 1.91% $1.64 $2.32 2.58% 2.70% $63.57 $59.18 
Google 
Display 
0.22% 0.35% $0.37 $0.58 0.96% 0.89% $38.54 $60.76 
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However,  CTR for search  might  vary substantialy  depending  on several factors, such as 
search ad position. For instance, a search ad ranked in the first position yields on average a 
5.5% CTR, against an average of 4% in the second position (Kim, 2014). Regarding display 
ads, the Rich Media platform by Google provides benchmarks for display ads in the Google 
Display Network by country. According to the same platform, the average display ads CTR in 
Portugal is  0.23% ("Rich  Media  Galery |  Display  Benchmarks",  2016), close to the 
benchmark in  Table 2 for the  B2B industry.  On the  other  hand, according to a report from 
Salesforce  Marketing  Cloud about the  performance  of Facebook in  Portugal  (Salesforce, 
2013), their average  CTR is  0.375% and their average  CPC is €0.06. However, the  CTR 
varies greatly depending on the ad placement, with an average CTR of 2.03% for an ad placed 
on the newsfeed (Salesforce, 2013). 
A report from Marin Global (2015) assesses information from Marin’s business customers in 
2014 that managed more than $6 bilion in annualized search, social and display spend. These 
were located in  Australia,  Brazil,  Canada,  China,  Eurozone, India, Japan,  Mexico,  New 
Zealand,  Russia,  Singapore,  UK and  USA and included large  brands such as IBM,  GAP, 
Lonely  Planet,  Symatec,  Macy’s and  Bloomingdales.  Hence, the report is  biased towards 
large advertisers spending more than $100,000 on paid search, social and display and may not 
reflect trends for smal and medium businesses (Marin Global, 2015). According to this study, 
CTRs are higher for ads appearing in mobile devices (both mobile phones and tablets) than in 
desktops, as represented in Figure 2. Search ads have notably higher CTRs than display and 
social medias ads, since search engines are stil the main channel for users to find goods and 
services. This makes search campaign ads more likely to be clicked, given their relevance to 
the user (Marin Global, 2015). 
 
 
Figure 2 – Average CTR for search, social and display by device in 2014 of Marin’s larger customers located in 
12 countries and Eurozone (Marin Global, 2015). 
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Nonetheless, conversion rates are higher in desktop than mobile devices, independently of the 
channel  or format  used (Figure  3). It is interesting to  note that some shoppers  use  mobile 
devices for browsing when they are at the start of the purchase funnel, later on moving to a 
desktop, as they  get closer to the conversion stage. This cross-device interaction should  be 
tracked, in  order to achieve the  highest advertising efectiveness  by retargeting ads seen  on 
mobile to the same consumers when they are using a desktop later on (Marin Global, 2015). 
 
 
Figure 3 – Global average CR by device and channel in 2014 of Marin’s larger customers located in 12 
countries and Eurozone (Marin Global, 2015). 
 
2.2. Conclusions 
First of al, regarding the relative performance of diferent types of ads, paid search ads tend 
to  perform  beter than  display ads (Fulgoni and  Mörn,  2009). In that sense, two  hypotheses 
were formulated to address the first research question: 
 
H1.a: Search ads generate more clicks per impressions than display and social media ads. 
H1.b: Search ads generate more conversions per clicks than display and social media ads. 
 
Nonetheless, display ads are gaining importance as the expenditure on display is expected to 
outweigh the expenditure on search by 2016 (eMarketer, 2016).  
Secondly,  mobile advertising is  gaining relevance and according to a report from  Marin 
Global (2015),  users are  more likely to click  on  mobile ads,  but  generaly convert (e.g. 
complete a  purchase, subscribe a service)  on a desktop,  which  makes the cross-device 
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interaction critical for advertising efectiveness.  Hence, to address the second research 
question two hypotheses were formulated: 
 
H2.a: Ads displayed on mobile devices generate more clicks per impressions. 
H2.b: Ads displayed on computers generate more conversions per clicks. 
 
Finaly, focusing  on the factors that  might influence the  performance  of  display and social 
media ads, retargeting is a  highly  used targeting strategy  due to its  proven efectiveness in 
converting  undecided  users (Lambrecht and  Tucker,  2013). In  order to answer the third 
research question, two hypotheses was formulated: 
 
H3.a: The targeting strategy influences the relative performance of display ads. 
H3.b: The targeting strategy influences the relative performance of social media ads. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
 
This chapter  describes the research approach adopted to answer the research  questions, 
depicting the methods used to colect the secondary data and the statistical analysis that it was 
subjected to test the research hypotheses presented in Chapter 2.  
 
3.1. Research Approach 
There are three main types of research approaches. Whilst exploratory research aims to clarify 
the research environment, and causal research to assess a cause-efect relationship  between 
two  variables,  descriptive research intends to  describe the characteristics  of a  population  or 
phenomenon (Hyman and Siera, 2010). In this dissertation, the research hypotheses wil be 
addressed through  descriptive research,  making  use  of  quantitative secondary  data. 
Quantitative approach seeks to test objective theories, by examining the relationship between 
variables (Creswel,  2013). In addition, research can either  be longitudinal,  when  data is 
colected over time, or cross-sectional, when the colected data is from one specific point in 
time (Hyman and  Siera,  2010). In this  dissertation, although the campaigns analyzed  were 
implemented for five months, the data is analyzed as cross-sectional and the time evolution is 
assessed separately.  
 
3.2. Research Methods  
3.2.1. Data Colection 
Data refering to the characteristics and  performance  of  past  online advertising campaigns 
conducted  by  Live  Content  was colected and compiled in excel files. The time frame for 
campaign data colection was from September 2015 to February 2016. The sixteen campaigns 
selected always promoted exactly the same ofer:  a mobile invoicing software, ofered at a 
50% discount of the ful yearly price, obtainable through a 30-day free trial subscription of the 
invoicing software.  The campaigns  were conducted using two  platforms –  Google and 
Facebook – and in two formats – search and  display.  For simplicity  of analysis, they  were 
divided into three types of ads – search, display and social media ads (Table 3). 
In order to colect al the data from Google and Facebook, it was necessary to use the Google 
AdWords and  Facebook  Business  Manager  platforms.  These  platforms  provide campaign 
information such as investment, number of impressions, clicks and conversions, and metrics 
such as CTR, average CPC and conversion rate. 
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Table 3 – Details of the 16 ad campaigns providing data for analysis, by platform and timeframe. 
Platform Format “Type of Ad” Date range of al campaigns Number of 
campaigns 
Google Search Search 7/09/2015 – 2/02/2016 7 
Google Display Display 8/09/2015 – 30/09/2015 4 
Facebook Display Social Media 9/09/2015 – 15/01/2016 5 
 
3.2.2. Dataset preparation 
After colecting al the  data in excel files from  Google  Adwords and  Facebook  Manager 
platforms, these were combined into one single SPSS dataset. First of al, it was necessary to 
align some  variables across  platforms.  Since the  variable device_impression  had  diferent 
units for each platform, it was divided only between mobile and desktop for the purpose of 
simplicity of analysis. For instance, on Google both tablets and mobile devices were defined 
as  mobile. For Facebook ads, al  other  devices  were categorized as  mobile (iPhone, iPad, 
android and  others), except for computer. Al categorical independent variables (with  n 
categories)  were subsequently recoded into  n-1  dummy  variables, to  guarantee that the 
linearity assumption between variables is satisfied (Tabachnick &Fidel, 2007). 
Finaly, given that statistical inferences  become less robust when  variables  do  not folow a 
normal distribution, some variables were transformed through a logarithm transformation to 
improve their normality (Tabachnick &Fidel, 2007). 
 
3.2.3. Performance variables 
The B2B company that represents the advertiser of the invoicing software had one strategic 
goal: conversions, i.e., subscriptions to the  30-day free trial  of the software. The customer 
lifetime  value is considered reasonably  high, so the focus  was  on maximizing customer 
acquisitions rather than minimizing the cost per acquisition. Hence, the primary goal was to 
increase the number of subscriptions and not the cost-efectiveness of the campaign. 
The performance metrics assessed in this dissertation are the CTR, which are based on clicks 
and impressions, and the CR, based on conversions and clicks. The first metric is considered 
as the measure of “atractiveness”, as it represents the number of people who clicked on an 
ad after they were exposed to it. The later is considered as the level of “efectiveness”, as it 
represents the amount of people who converted after clicking on an ad. 
Although it is key to understand cost levels of the campaigns, namely the CPC and CPA (cost 
per conversion in this case), these two last  variables were  not considered as  dependent 
variables because the main goal of the campaigns was to maximize conversions.  
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3.2.4. Independent variables of the global regression model 
This dissertation aims to compare diferent platforms and ad formats, but also to analyze the 
dynamics within each ad type. In order to do so, the research approach started with a broad 
comparison of al ads, folowed by an in-depth study within each platform.  
Table 4 lists the independent variables included in the global regression and their classes. The 
ad type coresponds to  whether the campaign  was search  or  display ads and the  platform 
where it  was  delivered – either  Google search (search),  Google  display (display)  or a 
Facebook ad (social media ad). The device of impression coresponds to the type of device in 
which the potential customer searched for the keyword or saw the ad. 
 
Table 4 – Independent variables and units of analysis included in the global regression model. 
Independent variable Unit of analysis 
Ad type Search 
Display 
Social Media 
Device of impression Computer 
Mobile device 
 
The global regression model intends to assess whether the ad type and the device impression 
influences the  dependent  variables  of  performance.  However, this model does  not take into 
account specificities of each ad type. Since search ads are defined by keywords and not by a 
segmentation strategy, further research is focused on display and social media ads.  
 
3.2.5. Independent variables of the display regression model 
In order to understand what variables influence the ads performance within Google Display 
(named as display ads in the ad_type variable), a specific regression model for this platform 
was estimated. Its independent variables are presented in Table 5 and include both the device 
of impression and the targeting strategy adopted.  The later is classified according to the 
strategies  defined by  Live  Content to advertise the invoicing software  on this  platform. 
Namely, the strategies adopted included contextual targeting,  placement targeting, targeting 
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Table 5 – Independent variables and units of analysis included in the Google Display ads regression model. 
Independent variables Unit of analysis 
Device impression Computer 
Mobile device 






3.2.6. Independent variables of the social media regression model 
In the same logic, a specific regression model was conducted to analyze other variables that 
may influence the performance of ads in social media, in particular on Facebook. Aside from 
the device of impression, the independent variables are presented in Table 6 and include also 
the targeting strategy,  which  difers from  Google  Display.  On  Facebook ads, Live  Content 
targeted the invoicing software ads by demographics, interests and industry. Besides, it used a 
targeting tool described in chapter 2 – look-a-like users – and retargeting. The demographics 
of the target audience  must always  be  defined (such as location,  gender and age)  before 
targeting  by interests  or industry.  However,  when  Live  Content  did  not add any type  of 
segmentation besides demographics, the variable was classified as “demographics” only.  
Moreover, the placement of ads on Facebook and the device through which users converted, 
i.e. subscribed to the free trial, were also considered as independent variables. Although the 
variable device_impression  was  defined for al campaigns, the  variable device_conversion 
was only accessible for Facebook campaigns.  
 
Table 6 – Independent variables and units of analysis included in the social media ads regression model. 
Independent variable Unit of analysis 
Device of impression Computer 
Mobile device 





Display Placement Newsfeed 
Right column 
Third party apps – network audiences 
Device of conversion Computer 
Mobile device 
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3.2.7. Tests of Normality 







Figure 4 – Histograms of the distributions of CTR, CR, clicks and conversions. 
 
 
After analyzing the  histograms (Figure  4) and  box  plots (Annex  1) and  observing that al 
performance variables tail of to the right, it was necessary to run the appropriate normality 
tests. Annex  2 presents the  kurtosis and skewness levels for the two  variables.  First, al 
variables present positive kurtosis levels, confirming that the distribution is peaked in relation 
to the normal distribution. Second, al variables also present positive skewness values, which 
confirms that the variables have only a few large values and tail of to the right (Hair et al., 
2010). 
Finaly, specific tests to assess  normality, in  particular the  Shapiro-Wilk test and a 
modification of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which calculate the levels of significance for the 
diferences from a  normal  distribution (Hair et al.,  2010).  The results from these tests are 
presented in Table 7 and given the low p-values for both tests for al the variables; the nul 
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hypotheses that these variables difer from a normal distribution are not rejected.  
 
Table 7 – Results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilk tests of normality of CTR, CR, CPC and CPA. 
Tests of Normality 
 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Shapiro-Wilk 
 Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
CTR 0.340 729 0.000 0.369 729 0.000 
CR 0.386 729 0.000 0.319 729 0.000 
Impressions 0.408 729 0.000 0.229 729 0.000 
Clicks  0.400 729 0.000 0.236 729 0.000 
Conversions 0.439 729 0.000 0.128 729 0.000 
 
3.2.8. One-sample t-tests 
In order to compare the average performance of the ad campaigns to benchmark performance 
values, a one-sample t-test was analyzed for each type of ad. The tested variable was CTR, as 
it includes both clicks and impressions. These are more easily compared than conversions. As 
earlier explained, a conversion may be defined by the advertiser as a sale, a subscription or 
other action.  This limits the comparison  between  benchmarks. Moreover, since conversions 
only occur after a click, CTR also becomes an important variable in the performance analysis. 
 
3.2.9. Zero-inflated negative binomial regression model 
The metrics defined as appropriate to measure the performance of campaigns are ratios and, 
for that reason, they are concentrated close to zero and contain several zeros.  This type  of 
situations  poses a  problem in terms  of  multivariate analysis, since they cannot  be altered 
simply trough a logarithm transformations without losing information.  
The most appropriate regression model is a zero-inflated negative binomial regression. First 
of al, a zero-inflated model addresses the excess zeros in a distribution, without disregarding 
this information.  Secondly, a  negative  binomial regression addresses the  problem  of  over-
dispersion, when compared against the Poisson regression (Yau, Wang, & Lee, 2003). Since 
this type  of regressions requires count  data, the ratios (CTR and  CR) cannot  be  used,  but 
rather the variables that generate these ratios, i.e., clicks, impressions and conversions. 
Hence, in order to assess the level of “atractiveness” of the ad, given by the metric CTR, the 
variable clicks is  defined as  dependent  variable,  whilst controling for the  variable 
impressions, included in the regression as exogenous.  Since impressions is  not  normaly 
distributed, the variable included in the regression is its log transformation: log_impressions= 
log10 (impressions). The histogram of the later is presented on Annex 3. 
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To assess the level  of “efectiveness”,  given  by the  metric CR, the  variable conversions is 
defined as the dependent variable, whilst the variable clicks is considered a control variable. 
The variable clicks is not normaly distributed and some observations are zero. Hence, for al 
observations it  was added  one in this  variable (the  value that is  usualy set)  before the log-
transformation (O’Hara  &  Kotze,  2010).  The  variable included in the regression is: 
log_clicks1= log10 (clicks + 1). 
For the sake  of simplicity, the  variables included in the inflate  part  of the model, i.e., the 
variables to predict excess zeros, are the same as the control and independent variables of the 
model.  The inflate  part is  not  object  of analysis and  hence this  part  wil  not  be  described 
further in detail. 
 
3.2.10. The Cragg hurdle model 
In order to increase the reliability of the results from the negative binomial model, a diferent 
model was tested for the global regression model. A hurdle model is also used in Economics 
to address excess zeros and is  based  on two “decisions” that are  made in simultaneous: a 
participation  decision (zero  or  one) and a consumption  decision (level  of  variation  within 
positive  observations) (Humphreys,  2013). Moreover, a  hurdle  model assumes that zero 
observations are  genuine zeros and  not  missing  values. It is important to  underline that the 
Cragg model, in particular, assumes that the unobservable factors afecting the first “decision” 
are  uncorelated  with the  unobservable factors afecting the second “decision” (Humphreys, 
2013). Nonetheless, this model was tested merely to compare with the results from the zero-
inflated negative binomial one. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1. Descriptive statistics 
First  of al, it is important to  have an  overal  perspective  of the  dependent  variable across 
diferent factors. The invoicing software that is  being advertised aims to acquire  new 
customers for the  B2B company, especialy startups and  SMEs.  However, the  product’s 
profitability is very low, since the main strategy is cross-seling other products and services 
after acquiring these  new customers.  Hence, the  main  goal  of the company is customer 
acquisition,  which in this case translates in the subscription  of a 30-day free trial  of the 
invoicing software. If customers are satisfied with the software, they can get the software for a 
year for half the price.  
Table  8  describes the  mean, standard  deviation,  minimum and  maximum  value  of the CTR, 
CR, CPC and CPA across al ads and also the  variables that  help compute these ratios – 
number of impressions, clicks, conversions and cost. 
The  metrics compared included the  number  of impressions and conversions (service 
subscription), the CTR, CR, CPC and CPA. In a first look, it is easily detectable that al the 
variables are highly dispersed, since for al of them, the standard deviation is higher than its 
mean.  
 
Table 8 – Descriptive statistics of impressions, clicks, conversions, CTR, CR, CPC and CPA (n=729). 
 
 
Table 9 depicts the descriptive statistics by type of ad and provides more detail about variable 
distribution.  Clear  diferences in  performance are  observable  between search,  display and 
social  media ads. In fact, search ads  have,  on average, a much higher CTR and CR than 
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display and social media ads. Social media ads perform beter than display, on average. It is 
important to note that the number of observations in search ads was considerably higher than 
in the cases of display and social media ads.  
 
Table 9 – Descriptive statistics of performance variables by type of ad. 
 
In order to assess whether the diference in performance across ad types also varied when the 
ad was seen on a mobile device or on desktop, it was necessary to analyze in more detail the 
descriptive statistics for each performance variable. Table 10 presents the mean and standard 
deviation  of CTR across ad types and  device  of impression.  By analyzing it, the  main 
conclusion is that the  mean CTR is  higher for ads seen  on  mobile, independently  of the ad 
type. Nevertheless, the standard deviation is also always higher. Table 11 presents the mean 
and standard  deviation  of CR across ad types and  device  of impression. It can  be seen that 
mean CR is always higher for ads seen on a computer rather than in a mobile device, although 
with higher dispersion.  
 
Table 10 – Descriptive statistics of CTR per ad type and device of impression. 
CTR 
Ad Type Device_impression Mean Std. Deviation N 
Computer 5.28% 4.95% 171 
Mobile device 7.16% 16.51% 285 Search 
Total 6.46% 13.42% 456 
Computer 0.08% 0.04% 20 
Mobile device 0.77% 0.43% 40 Display 
Total 0.54% 0.48% 60 
Computer 0.31% 0.35% 47 
Mobile device 1.82% 2.59% 166 
Social Network 
Ad 
Total 1.48% 2.38% 213 
Computer 3.86% 4.77% 238 
Mobile device 4.83% 12.96% 491 Total 
Total 4.52% 10.98% 729 
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Table 11 – Descriptive statistics of CR per ad type and device of impression. 
CR 
Ad Type Device_impression Mean Std. Deviation N 
Computer 5.41% 10.65% 171 
Mobile device 2.09% 9.11% 285 Search 
Total 3.34% 9.83% 456 
Computer 0.29% 0.66% 20 
Mobile device 0.25% 1.58% 40 Display 
Total 0.26% 1.34% 60 
Computer 1.96% 3.41% 47 
Mobile device 0.57% 2.21% 166 
Social Network 
Ad 
Total 0.88% 2.58% 213 
Computer 4.29% 9.32% 238 
Mobile device 1.43% 7.11% 491 Total 
Total 2.37% 8.01% 729 
 
4.1.1. Descriptive statistics of display ad performance 
In  order to  have a thorough analysis  of the  dynamics  within each type  of ad, descriptive 
statistics for each type  of ad  were computed.  Table  12  presents the  mean,  minimum and 
maximum  of clicks and CTR  of  display ads, across  diferent devices  of impression and 
targeting strategies. Again, both clicks and CTR are substantialy higher for display ads seen 
on a mobile rather than a computer. When comparing diferent targeting strategies, although 
clicks  vary considerably for  diferent strategy, the CTR  variations are less pronounced.  The 
only exception is retargeting,  which  has substantialy  more average clicks and CTR.  The 
targeting option that seems to be less eficient when considering the CTR is “placement” or 
“managed placement”. This is when the agency specified websites or mobile apps to display 
the ad. 
Table 13 presents the mean, minimum and maximum of conversions and CR of display ads, 
across diferent devices of impression and targeting strategies the same information as there 
were only five conversions originated from display ads, which limits the comparison ability 
between devices or targeting options. In fact, there is no sizeable diference in conversions or 
CR  between  devices  or  between targeting strategies.  The  options that apear to  be  more 
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Table 12 – Descriptive statistics of clicks and CTR per device and targeting strategy of display ads. 
 
 




4.1.2. Descriptive statistics of social media ad performance 
In  order to  have a first  understanding  on the  dynamics  of social  media ads,  descriptive 
statistics for the  diferent  performance  variables  were analyzed.  Table  14 summarizes the 
information for diferent devices, targeting options and ad placement on Facebook. Similar to 
what was observed in al types of ads, clicks and CTR are substantialy higher for social media 
ads seen on a mobile. On the other hand, when comparing diferent targeting strategies, the 
variable industry  has the lowest average  performance.  The  other  options  do  not  have 
accentuated  diferences, although look-a-like  users  have  higher average clicks, folowed  by 
retargeting. In terms  of ad  placement, although third-party  apps  have  more absolute clicks, 
the ads on newsfeed have higher average CTR. 
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There were a total of 309 conversions originated from social media ads. Table 15 depicts the 
diferences between variables in terms of conversions and CTR. Average conversions and CR 
are much higher for  Facebook ads seen  on a computer  desktop than  on mobile,  which is 
opposite to  what  happens  with clicks and CTR.  Regarding targeting  options, it is clear that 
retargeting is the most efective strategy in terms of average conversions and CR. Similarly, 
ads placed on the newsfeed appear to have a beter performance than ads on the right column 
or third-party apps.  
Table 16 shows cross-device conversions and is key to understand cross-device switch, i.e., 
whether  users clicked  on a social  media ad in  one  device and switched to  other  device to 
convert, or the opposite. In fact, computers performed beter in terms of absolute number of 
conversions.  People  who clicked  on a  Facebook ad  on a computer always subscribed the 
invoicing software on the same device. However, from the users who clicked on the ad on a 
mobile device, 18 switched to a computer to subscribe the software trial. In terms of average 
cost  performance, ads seen, clicked and converted through a  mobile  device  had a lower 
average  CPC and  CPA. In this sense, it is relevant to envisage a cross-device approach to 
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Table 15 – Descriptive statistics of conversions and CR per device, targeting strategy and display placement of 
social media ad. 
 
 
Table 16 – Conversions, CR, CPC and CPA of social media ads per device of impression and conversion. 
 
 
4.2. One-sample t-tests 
In search ads, the campaigns average was compared against the CTR benchmark of 5%, based 
on the assumption that best performers in paid search advertising achieve CTRs close to this 
value (Kim, 2014). In display ads, the benchmark is specific for Portugal, which increases the 
validity  of the results  obtained for the campaigns  under analysis ("Rich  Media  Galery | 
Display  Benchmarks",  2016). In social  media ads, the  benchmark is also specific for the 
Portuguese  market,  but it is an average  of al types  of  Facebook ads (Salesforce,  2013). 
Nonetheless, it is important to notice that the CTR on Facebook ads varies greatly, yielding 
higher  CTRs for ads  placed  on the  newsfeed (Salesforce,  2013).  Table  17 summarizes the 
information from the statistical t-tests ran in  SPSS (Annex  4) to compare  means.  As 
observable, the  p-values for al the tests fal  below  0.05, rejecting the  nul  hypothesis that 
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campaigns average CTR are statisticaly equal to the tested benchmark value. In conclusion, 
al campaigns performed above average when compared to market benchmarks.  
 
Table 17 – One-sample t-tests for each type of ads, comparing average CTR and benchmark for each ad type 
(Kim, 2014; Rich Media Galery, 2016; Salesforce, 2013). 
 
 
4.3. Global regression model 
In  order to assess the  variation of clicks, controling for log_impressions, a zero-inflated 
negative  binomial (ZINB for abbreviation) regression model  was estimated in  STATA.  The 
main  purpose was to assess the components that explained the  variance  of the level  of 
“atractiveness” of al the ads. The likelihood ratio chi-square of the model can be defined as 
the test that at least  one  of the  predictors’ coeficient is  diferent from zero ("Annotated 
STATA Output: Zero-Inflated Negative Binomial Regression", 2016), having four degrees of 
freedom in this case. 
Table 18 depicts the results of model estimation. The LR Chi-square is 1200.89 and the model 
is significant (p-value  =  0.000). Al  variables included in the  model are significant.  The 
control variable’s coeficient is approximately 0.91, which is smaler than 1. This means that 
although it is not exactly the variable CTR, it is stil a useful proxy. The independent dummy 
variable device_impression  has a  positive coeficient (0.4443),  which  means that clicks are 
higher for ads seen on a mobile device than on a computer. The variable with higher impact 
on clicks is the dummy variable for search ads. This implies that this type of ads has much 
more clicks than display or social media ads. Hence, one can infer that clicks are higher for 
search, folowed by social media and then display ads significantly.  
Al these results are consistent with those obtained by the estimation of a Cragg hurdle model, 
where the dependent variable is log_CTR and the independent variables are the same as in the 
ZINB model (Annexes 5 and 6). The estimated coeficients vary, but are consistent with those 
of the  previous  model. It is also relevant to  point that the later approach excludes al zero 
observation, given that it is applies a logarithm function. 
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Table 18 – Results of multiple regression models. 
Results of the zero-inflated negative binomial, global regression model of clicks (n=729). 
Variable Units Coefficient p-value 
Log_impressions Metric 0.9132 0.000 
Device_impression 0 = computer | 1 = mobile 0.4443 0.000 
Ad_type_d1 0 = other | 1 = search 1.4048 0.000 
Ad_type_d2 0 = other | 1 = display - 0.6978 0.000 
Constant  - 4.0766 0.000 
Nonzero observations = 555; zero observations = 174. 
LR Chi2 (4) = 1200.89; Prob > Chi2 = 0.000 (p-value) 
Results of the zero-inflated negative binomial, global regression model of conversions (n=729). 
Variable Units Coefficient p-value 
Log_clicks1 Metric 0.8926 0.000 
Device_impression 0 = computer | 1 = mobile - 0.6990 0.000 
Ad_type_d1 0 = other | 1 = search 0.9055 0.000 
Ad_type_d2 0 = other | 1 = display - 3.2712 0.000 
Constant  - 3.0008 0.000 
Nonzero observations = 168 ; zero observations = 561 
LR Chi2 (4) = 275.01; Prob > Chi2 = 0.000 (p-value) 
Results of the negative binomial, display regression model of clicks (n=60). 
Variable Units Coefficient p-value 
Log_impressions Metric 1.6606 0.000 
Device_impression 0 = computer | 1 = mobile 2.8446 0.000 
Display_targ_d1 0 = other | 1 = placement - 0.8199 0.000 
Display_targ_d2 0 = other | 1 = interests - 0.3193 0.027 
Display_targ_d3 0 = other | 1 = topics 0.9136 0.000 
Display_targ_d4 0 = other | 1 = retargeting - 0.5291 0.001 
Constant  - 13.9892 0.000 
LR Chi2 (6) = 179.10; Prob > Chi2 = 0.000 (p-value) 
Results of the negative binomial, social media regression model of clicks (n=213). 
Variable Units Coefficient p-value 
Log_impressions Metric 0.8351 0.000 
Device_impression 0 = computer | 1 = mobile 0.9448 0.000 
Facebook_display_d1 0 = other | 1 = right column - 1.5615 0.000 
Facebook_display_d2 0 = other | 1 = 3rd party apps - 0.1365 0.394 
Facebook_targ_d1 0 = other | 1 = interests 0.0268 0.882 
Facebook_targ_d2 0 = other | 1 = industry - 0.4712 0.016 
Facebook_targ_d3 0 = other | 1 = look-a-likes - 0.3223 0.096 
Facebook_targ_d4 0 = other | 1 = retargeting 0.3079 0.136 
Constant  - 3.7488 0.000 
LR Chi2 (8) = 460.46; Prob > Chi2 = 0.000 (p-value) 
Results of the zero-inflated negative binomial, social media regression model of conversions (n=213). 
Variable Units Coefficient p-value 
Log_clicks1 Metric 0.8319 0.000 
Device_impression 0 = computer | 1 = mobile - 0.4766 0.062 
Facebook_display_d1 0 = other | 1 = right column - 0.9724 0.156 
Facebook_display_d2 0 = other | 1 = 3rd party apps - 2.2102 0.000 
Facebook_targ_d1 0 = other | 1 = interests 0.6027 0.146 
Facebook_targ_d2 0 = other | 1 = industry 1.2754 0.013 
Facebook_targ_d3 0 = other | 1 = look-a-likes 0.4521 0.236 
Facebook_targ_d4 0 = other | 1 = retargeting 2.0611 0.000 
Constant  - 3.4869 0.002 
Nonzero observations = 48; zero observations = 165 
LR Chi2 (8) = 76.95; Prob > Chi2 = 0.000 (p-value) 
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In order to understand the variance in the level of “efectiveness”, a ZINB regression model 
for the dependent variable conversions was estimatied. This model is significant, with a LR 
Chi-Square  of  275.01 (Table  18).  The coeficient  of the control  variable, log_clicks1, is 
slightly below 1 (0.8926), which means that the regression is stil a good proxy of the variable 
CR. If the  defined control  variable  was log_clicks, which  would exclude al the zero 
observations for clicks, the results would be similar (Annexes 7 and 8). 
The independent  variables are al significant. The device_impression  has a  negative 
coeficient (-0.699), hence conversions are generaly lower for ads seen on a mobile device. 
The ad type also explains the  variation in conversions,  with search  generating significantly 
more conversions (coeficient  of dummy  variable for search is  0.9055), folowed  by social 
media ads (nul  group) and  display ads (coeficient is – 3.2712). The  dummy  variable that 
represents the  display ads is the  variable  with the  highest impact  on the  variance  of 
conversions. 
 
4.4. Display regression model 
Within  display ads, it is relevant to  understand  what influences the  variance  of the level  of 
“atractiveness” of the ads. To enable this, a negative binomial regression model (there were 
no zero observation in clicks for display ads) was estimated; results are depicted in Table 18 
(Annex 9). 
The  model is significant  with a  LR  Chi-square  of  179.10 and al  variables included in the 
model are significant. In this case, the control  variable log_impressions  has a coeficient 
above  one (1.6606), so the regression is  not exactly representative  of the ratio  CTR.  The 
independent  variable  with the  highest impact  on clicks is the  display  of impression,  with a 
positive coeficient  of  2.8446,  meaning that  display ads seen  on  mobile  devices  yield 
substantialy  higher  number  of clicks.  Regarding targeting, the  nul  group is contextual 
targeting and al  other targeting  options  perform  worse  on clicks, except for targeting  by 
topics (coeficient  of  0.9136).  Placement targeting is the  option that influences  more 
negatively the  number  of clicks (coeficient  of -0.8199). Given that only five conversions 
originated from  display ads and  only  60  observations  were colected for this ad format, a 
regression model for the variable conversions was not estimated. 
 
4.5. Social media regression model 
In  order to  understand the  variation in the level  of “atractiveness” and “efectiveness”  of 
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social media ads, two separate regressions models were estimated. To study the variance of 
clicks, a  negative  binomial model  was first estimated,  given that there were only  26 zero 
observations in a total of 213. The model estimated is significant and has LR Chi-square of 
460.46 (Table 18). However, not al variables included in the model are significant. 
The control  variable is significant,  but again its coeficient is slightly  under  1.  The 
device_impression is significant and is in line  with  previous results, which showed that 
mobile  devices  yield  more clicks than  other types  of  devices (coeficient  of  0.9448). 
Regarding the  placement  of the ad  on  Facebook (and  given that the  nul  group is the 
newsfeed), the two other options – right column and third-party apps – generate relatively less 
clicks.  However, only the  diference of the former is statisticaly significant (the  p-value  of 
the  dummy  variable for third-party apps is  0.394).  Regarding the targeting  options, the  nul 
group is  demographics targeting, i.e.,  when  no  other  option  was included in the ad 
description.  In this case, the only significantly variable is the dummy for industry targeting. 
This implies that only the ads targeted by industry performed significantly worse than those 
targeted by demographics, in terms of clicks. 
STATA results for both the negative binomial and the zero-inflated negative binomial models 
estimated are given in Annexes 10 and 11; model results were slightly diferent.  
In terms  of “efectiveness”, a zero-inflated  negative  binomial regression for the  variable 
conversions  was conducted; the results are  depicted in  Table  18.  There  were  only  48 
conversions from the  213 social  media ads,  which  pose a limitation in the  modeling  of a 
regression. Stil, the model is significant with a LR Chi-square of 76.95, which is substantialy 
smaler than the previous models. As previously, the control variable is log_clicks1, so that al 
zero  observations for clicks are  not excluded. Although the results between the model that 
uses log_clicks and the model that uses log_clicks1 as a control variable are extremely similar 
in terms of coeficients, there are more significant variables at a 95% confidence level in the 
former  model.  The  STATA results for  both  models are in  Annexes  12 and  13. The results 
from the later model are presented in Table 18. 
The coeficient  of the control  variable is close to  one and is similar to the  previous  models 
(0.8319). The independent variable device_impression has a p-value of 0.062, but in the ZINB 
model with log_clicks it is significant (p-value of 0.047). The social media ads displayed in 
mobile devices yielded fewer conversions (coeficient of -0.4766). In terms of ad placement 
display, the ads  displayed  on third-party apps through audience  networks  originated 
significantly less conversions than those in the newsfeed (coeficient of -2.2102). Regarding 
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the targeting options al options had positive coeficients. However, the only ads significantly 
diferent in terms  of conversions  were the  ones targeted  by industry (coeficient  of  1.2754) 
and those  with the retargeting  option (coeficient  of  2.0611).  So, ads  with the retargeting 
option yield significantly more clicks and more conversions. However, ads with the industry 
targeting option yield less clicks, but more conversions from the users who clicked on the ad. 
 
4.6. Ad campaign optimization 
Since the campaigns analyzed in this  dissertation  were implemented across a time span  of 
almost five months, it is important to investigate whether the campaigns were optimized over 
time and  how. However, it  was  only  possible to colect  data for the total  of this  period in 
regards to search and social media ads (Table 3). Hence, performance data for these two types 
of ads were aggregated (one campaign is composed my multiple groups of ads, which are the 
unit of analysis) and their evolution over time ploted, taking into account the start dates of 
the campaigns. 
In search ads,  both the CTR and CR sustainably increased  during the five  months (seven 
campaigns), except for the slight decrease in the CTR level of the last campaign (Figure 5). In 
social media ads, the CR increased but the CTR decreased over the five campaigns (Figure 6). 
Therefore,  only search ads seem to  have  been  optimized for both clicks and conversions 
during this  period. One  plausible explanation is that, the  person responsible to  optimize the 
search campaigns at  Live  Content is certificated  by  Google and  has experience in search 
bidding optimization. Whereas in social media ads, optimization is less linear as it involves 
the Facebook newsfeed algorithm (Personal Communication, 2016).  
 













Conversion Rate (avg) 
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Figure 6 – Evolution of the CTR and CR of social media ads over the campaign period. 
 
4.7. Summary of the results and discussion 
The  descriptive statistics and statistical regressions estimated aimed to answer the three 
research questions presented in Chapter 1, by testing the respective research hypotheses. 
 
RQ1 – What is the relative performance of diferent ad types in online advertising? 
 
H1.a: Search ads generate more clicks per impressions than display and social media ads. 
The  descriptive statistics that compare  diferent ad types show that search ads  have 
substantialy more clicks and a higher CTR. Indeed, in the global regression model for clicks, 
the dummy variable for search ads is significant and the variable with the highest impact on 
the performance variable, with a coeficient of 1.4048. Search ads perform beter in terms of 
clicks per impressions, folowed by social media ads (nul group) and display ads (coeficient 
of -0.6978). In conclusion, H1.a is not rejected. 
 
H1.b: Search ads generate more conversions per clicks than display and social media ads.  
Similarly, the  descriptive statistics  present clearly  more conversions and CR for search ads, 
compared to display and social media ads. In the global regression model for conversions, the 
dummy  variable for search is significant  with a coeficient  of 0.9055.  Hence, search ads 
convert  more  users  per clicks, folowed  by social  media ads (nul  group) and  display ads 
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RQ2 – What is the relative  performance  of diferent  digital  devices  of impression in 
online advertising?  
 
H2.a: Ads displayed on mobile devices generate more clicks per impressions. 
For al types  of ads, the average CTR is  higher for ads  displayed in  mobile  devices, as 
depicted in Table 10. In fact, in the global regression model, the variable device_impression is 
statisticaly significant with a coeficient of 0.4443 (Table 18), meaning that clicks are higher 
for ads seen on a mobile device, ceteris paribus. Furthermore, both in the display regression 
and the social  media regression, the same  variable is significant  with a  positive coeficient 
(2.8446 and 0.9448, respectively).  Hence, the  device  of impression is even  more critical in 
display ads in terms of clicks per impressions. In conclusion, H2.a is not rejected. 
 
H2.b: Ads displayed on computers generate more conversions per clicks. 
Likewise, the results are inverted in terms of conversions. Namely, the average CR is higher 
for ads  displayed on computers (Table  11). In the global regression  model, the  variable 
device_impression is statisticaly significant  with a coeficient  of -0.699 (Table  18). In 
conclusion, H2.b is not rejected.  
 
RQ3 – What factors influence the performance of display and social media ads? 
 
H3.a: The targeting strategy influences the relative performance of display ads. 
In the  descriptive statistics  of  display ads,  presented in  Table  12,  both clicks and CTR  vary 
across  diferent targeting  options. In the  display regression, al targeting  options are 
statisticaly significant in explaining the variable clicks. Namely, the best performing targeting 
option is  by topics (coeficient  of 0.9136), folowed  by contextual targeting (nul  group), 
interests targeting (coeficient of -0.3193), retargeting (coeficient of -0.5291) and placement 
targeting (coeficient of -0.8199), as shown in Table 18. Therefore, H3.a is not rejected. 
 
H3.b: The targeting strategy influences the relative performance of social media ads. 
In the descriptive statistics of social media ads, both CTR (Table 14) and CR (Table 15) vary 
considerably across diferent targeting options. In the social media regression for clicks (Table 
18), ads targeted  by industry  performed significantly  worse in terms  of clicks (with a 
coeficient of -0.4712).  However, the same ads  with this targeting  option  performed  but 
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significantly  beter in terms  of conversions (with a coeficient  of  1.2754).  Moreover, social 
media ads  designed  with the retargeting  option  yielded significantly  more conversions 
(coeficient of 2.0611), ceteris paribus. In conclusion, H3.b is not rejected as some targeting 
strategies influence the performance of social media ads in terms of clicks and conversions. 
 
In summary, the results of this dissertation are in line with academic literature. In fact, search 
ads perform beter than display ads (Fulgoni and Mörn, 2009) and both in terms of clicks and 
in terms  of conversions. In addition, if comparing  display and social  media ads, the later 
perform  beter  on average at  both levels. Moreover and in conformity  with the results from 
Marin  Global’s report (2015),  users click  more  on  mobile ads,  but  generaly convert  on a 
desktop. The device-switching occurence is traceable on the social media ads, where 18 users 
switched from a  mobile  device to a  desktop to complete the software subscription.  The 
opposite  never  occured in the sample  of social  media ads.  These significant  diferences 
between devices on performance must be taken into account when designing online ads. 
Furthermore, these results support the findings by Lambrecht and Tucker (2013) regarding the 
efectiveness  of retargeting in converting  undecided  users. In social  media ads, retargeting 
was significantly more efective than other targeting options. However, in this type of ads the 
industry targeting  option  was also  more efective in converting  users, although it  generated 
less clicks than other options. Hence, it is also relevant to distinguish between these two steps 
– clicking and converting – and optimize digital ads accordingly.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
 
This chapter presents the main limitations faced by this study and recommendations for future 
research. It ends with the conclusions of the dissertation based on the research questions that 
aims to answer. 
 
5.1. Limitations and future research 
The conclusions  of this  dissertation should  be analyzed taking into consideration the 
limitations  of the  present study.  First  of al, the  object  of analysis is an invoicing software 
from a company that  operates in the  B2B  Portuguese  market,  but that advertises as a  B2C 
company to individuals  who represent a startup. In this study, a conversion is  defined as a 
subscription to the software free trial. In fact, when compared against market benchmarks, the 
campaigns  performed above average.  For that reason, the conclusions should  be interpreted 
for this industry and country.  Future research should compare  diferent industries and 
countries and assess whether these results are consistent with other contexts, in order to assess 
the robustness of these findings. For instance, it would be interesting to compare diferent ad 
types for diferent companies within the B2C market and for diferent industries, such as the 
FMCG. Besides, it would be relevant to consider other European countries in the analysis to 
understand whether these results are sustained for the European market.  
Furthermore, the  variables considered as  performance  variables are  based  on clicks and 
conversions,  disregarding costs. In this specific case, the company aimed to  optimize 
conversions since the customer lifetime  value is suficiently  high. In that sense, future 
research should include cost variables such as CPC and CPA in the comparison between ad 
types. In this case, a cost-benefit analysis  would  be the  most appropriate approach, for 
instance  by aiming to  minimize the  CPA. Besides, future studies could compare  diferent 
statistical approaches to the performance metrics and measure the consistency of these results.  
Finaly, this research  has a time span  of five  months and there is  only a simple analysis  on 
campaign optimization. For this reason, future research could include a wider time frame and 
analyze  panel  data, accounting also for  diferences across time. In this type  of analysis, it 
would  be interesting to analyze the campaign  optimization evolution and  understand if, for 
instance, it is linear or exponential. 
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Online advertising expenditure worldwide is estimated to represent 25% of total advertising 
expenditure  on advertising (Kireyev,  Pauwels and  Gupta  2014) and in  particular,  mobile 
advertising is estimated to surpass  desktop ad spending in the  US (eMarketer,  2015). In 
addition, it is essential to understand the dynamics of Social Network Advertising, which has 
a specific ecosystem of users (Safko & Brake, 2009). However, there is stil no clear in-depth 
analysis of diferent types of ads, nor extensive research on the efectiveness of advertising on 
social media (Zhang & Mao, 2016).  
This dissertation compares diferent ad types in terms of campaign performance, assessing the 
not  only the impact  of  diferent formats,  but also  on the influence  of  diferent  devices  of 
impression.  Moreover, it analyzes the factors that influence  performance  within  display and 
social media ads to have a deeper insight on these ad types.  
Firstly, the results of this study show that search ads perform beter on average, both in terms 
of clicks and conversions, folowed by social media ads and display ads. A valuable insight is 
the impact  of the  device  of impression  on  performance: ads  displayed  on  mobile  devices 
yielded more clicks, whilst ads displayed on computer desktops generated more conversions. 
In the  display ads, this influence is even stronger,  with ads  displayed  on  mobile  generating 
significantly  more clicks.  Besides, in the social  media ads ran  on  Facebook,  users  often 
switched devices to convert (from a mobile to a desktop), i.e., to subscribe to the invoicing 
software free trial. Marketers should consider these findings, especialy  when  managing the 
digital advertising budget, as they can alocate a higher share for mobile advertising. Besides, 
they can design specific ads for mobile devices and mobile applications if their primary goal 
is to  generate interest and clicks.  However, it is esential to  understand that the  potential 
customer faces two important steps: clicking and converting (whether that is a registration, a 
subscription, a sale or something else). Hence, the landing page to where users are directed 
once they click on the ad must also be optimized for desktop, as they generaly convert more 
on a desktop computer.  
Secondly, the targeting strategy adopted explains some of the variance in performance both in 
display and social media ads. In display ads, the targeting option that is associated with more 
clicks  per impressions is targeting  by topics. In social  media ads, those retargeted to the 
visitors  of the company’s  website  generated significantly  more conversions than those 
targeted  by  other factors. Therefore, if the advertiser  has for an e-commerce  website, it is 
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advantageous to retarget the ads  on social  media to  prior  visitors  of its  website. The social 
media ads targeted  by industry  generated less clicks,  but  more conversions  per  number  of 
clicks,  which  means that if the advertiser is focused  on conversions, it  might consider this 
type of targeting option. In addition, it is important to understand that the display placement 
on Facebook is relevant as it has a significant impact on clicks and conversions. In that sense, 
advertisers should focus  on  displaying their ads  on the  newsfeed, since  both the ads  on the 
right column and on third-party apps perform worse in clicks and conversions.  
In conclusion, these results contribute to the existing literature  by adding the  device  of 
impression as an explaining variable of online campaign performance and by examining in-
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Annex 1 – Box plot of performance variables CTR and CR. 
 
 
Annex 2 – Kurtosis and skewness levels of the variables CTR and CR. 
Variable Kurtosis Skewness 
CTR 54.018 6.789 
CR 70.924 7.211 
Impressions 101.33 8.97 
Clicks 183.9 11.52 
Conversions 266 14.78 
 
Annex 3 – Histogram of variables log_impressions and log_clicks1. 
 
 
Annex 4 – One-sample t-tests SPSS results. 
One-Sample Test 
Test Value = 0.05 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
 t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference Lower Upper 
CTR 2,316 455 ,021 ,0145614 ,002207 ,026915 
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Test Value = 0.0023 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
 t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference Lower Upper 
CTR 5,018 59 ,000 ,0030967 ,001862 ,004331 
One-Sample Test 
Test Value = 0.00375 
95% Confidence Interval of the 
Difference 
 t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean Difference Lower Upper 
CTR 6,806 212 ,000 ,0110885 ,007877 ,014300 
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Annex 7 - STATA results of zero-inflated negative binomial, global regression model of the variable clicks with 
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Annex 12 - STATA results of zero-inflated negative binomial, social media regression model of variable 
conversions with control variable log_clicks1. 
 
Annex 13 - STATA results of zero-inflated negative binomial social media regression of variable conversions 
with control variable log_clicks. 
 
